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01. September 2023

Planning and building

Citizen participation on the Sandbachpark at Heutingsweg started
// Presentation of first interim results
What could the Sandbach Park at the Bocholt "Ententeich" (at Heutingsweg) look like in the
future? After an initial digital public participation, the commissioned landscape
architecture firm wants to present a first draft. For this purpose, there will be a walk-
through of the park next Friday.

The Sandbach Park on Heutingsweg, known as the "duck pond", is being redesigned. What
it will look like in the future will be decided not least by the citizens: The opinions and
suggestions of the people of Bocholt are being sought as part of a public participation
process. The first results are already available.

The city of Bocholt and the landscape architecture firm "brandenfels landscape +
environment" invite the public to a walk-through of the park on Friday, 8 September. The
meeting point is the St. Paul parish hall (Breslauer Straße 24, 46397 Bocholt) at 3 pm.

After a short report on the current state of affairs, the group will go on a short walk through
the park to discuss the plans of the landscape architects so far.

Participation still possible online

Citizens can still communicate their ideas online. This is possible via the participation
platform of the city of Bocholt at www.bocholt.de/buergerbeteiligung . The platform for
public participation on the Park am Sandbach will remain open for about a month, i.e. until
8 October, and can be used independently of the deadline. Two planning drafts by the
landscape architecture firm can also be viewed there.

Ideas sought for the redesign of the park at the "Ententeich"
(duck pond)
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The park at the "Ententeich" is to be redesigned
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